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● DAZN claimed the 1st spot within 

the ‘Top Tipps’ tab on Sky Q’s 

‘Home’ tab for the Champions 

League coverage.  The placement 

was jointly promoting the 

availability of ‘Champions League’ 

within both DAZN and Prime Video 

leaving the users confused on 

where they could watch the Live 

coverage of the biggest European 

Football Event

DAZN’s ‘Champions League’ coverage on Sky Q - 28 September



● DAZN is headlining Apple TV’s 

‘Apps’ tab, holding the first 2 Top 

Carousels. The message is clear - 

‘Watch Live Sports & On Demand’ - 

for all users to see and act on.  This 

is the first time that an App holds 

the first 2 consecutive Top 

Placement within this tab making 

DAZN one to watch on promotional 

activities

DAZN headlines Apple TV’s ‘Apps’ tab - 8 October



● DAZN in Japan, adds Panasonic’s 

‘Apps’ tab to the premium exposure 

they receive for their live coverage 

of the ‘World Cup Qualifiers’. The 

App is holding top placements 

within all platforms in Japan

DAZN’s ‘World Cup Qualifiers’ shines on Panasonic TV - 12 October



● DAZN’s live coverage of the ‘Japan 

VS Australia World Cup Qualifier’ 

claims a Top Carousel placement 

within Sony TV’s Japan ‘Home’ tab 

in the 1st spot, garnering fantastic 

exposure to users

DAZN’s ‘World Cup Qualifiers’ stands out on Sony TV - 12 October



● DAZN’s coverage of of NPB ‘Giants 

vs Hanshin’ is claiming the 3rd spot 

on the ‘Featured’ row within PS4’s 

Japan ‘Discover’ tab, securing great 

exposure for the App

DAZN’s ‘NPB Giants vs Hanshin’ features on Playstation - 15 October



● DAZN gets a standout feature on 

the Landing page of PS4 with their 

live coverage of ‘Bundesliga’. The 

football teams featuring on the key 

artwork makes it an eye-catching 

placement. The title also holds the 

2nd spot within the ‘Featured’ row 

with their coverage of the 

‘Hoffenheim v Koln’ game

DAZN’s Bundesliga coverage shines on Playstation - 15 October


